
Redesigned Family of Termination Tools Sets  
a New Standard for Manual Crimping Tools!

Comfort Crimp®

Compression Tools
Comfort Crimp

Compression Tools

Replaceable dies for a 
wide range of insulated, 
non-insulated and magnet 
wire-type connectors

Patented Shure-Stake® 
mechanism ensures a 
proper crimp every time

Requires the lowest handle force 
of any tool in its class — 25% less 
than the previous generation of 
Comfort Crimp® tools Patent-pending Crimp-Assist ™ foot provides 

stability when work surface leverage is  
needed to crimp larger connectors

Ergonomically advanced, soft,  
over-molded handle grips reduce 
strain and enhance user comfort

Color-coded die nests (left 
and right side) provided for 
proper crimping of insulated 
terminals



Comfort Crimp® 
Compression Tools
The Most Comfortable Crimp 
Available from a Manual  
Compression Tool!

Sta-Kon® Comfort Crimp® Compression Tools 
previously set the standard for manual crimp tools. 
Now, Thomas & Betts engineers have made a great 
line of tools even better with the newly redesigned  
Sta-Kon® Comfort Crimp® Compression Tools. We 
kept all the performance features that made the tools 
industry leaders such as the Shure-Stake® mechanism 
and interchangeable dies with color-coded die nests, 
and focused on creating the best possible user  
experience in terms of comfort and reduction of strain.

Ergonomic handles position the user’s hands correctly 
to minimize the risk of strain, and soft, over-molded 
grips cushion fingers and palm for user comfort. A new 
Crimp-Assist™ foot stabilizes the tool when the user 
needs to place it on a work surface for leverage to crimp 
larger connectors. Best of all, the redesigned Comfort 
Crimp® tools require 25% less handle force to complete 
the crimp cycle than the previous generation — and up 
to 75% less handle force than competing tools!

Requiring the lowest handle force of any tool in  
its class, the new Comfort Crimp® family provides 
maximum comfort to installers, without sacrificing  
the durability or performance associated with  
Thomas & Betts tools.

� Perfect for OEM, MRO and field use
� UL Listed for use with Sta-Kon® connectors
� Shure-Stake® mechanism ensures a complete crimp 

cycle before release for a proper crimp every time
� Color-coded die nests for easy matching with 

Sta-Kon® insulated terminals
� Creates integrity dots for quick verification 

of proper crimp
� Advanced manufacturing methods for improved 

durability and tool life
� Lanyard hole in handle for easy tethering 

to workstation
� Calibration service available through T&B 

Tool Services

Please ask your Thomas & Betts sales representative for a complete catalog 
of quality Thomas & Betts electrical products or visit us at www.tnb.com.
For customer service, call 1-800-816-7809. For technical questions, call 1-888-862-3289.
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Sta-Kon® Comfort Crimp® Termination Tools
Cat. Number Connector Type/Wire Range UPC Number

ERG4001 Insulated 22–10 AWG Terminals 786209-92867
ERG4002 Non-Insulated 22–10 AWG Terminals 786209-92868
ERG4004 Non-Insulated 22–10 AWG Flags 786209-92869
ERG4005 Non-Insulated 16–6 AWG Terminals 786209-92870 
ERG4006 Insulated 26–22 AWG Terminals and Insulated 22–14 AWG Disconnects 786209-92871
ERG4007 Insulated 8–6 AWG Terminals (tubular) 786209-92872
ERG4008 Non-Insulated 8–1/0 AWG Terminals (tubular) 786209-92873
ERG4255 Heat-Shrinkable 22–10 AWG Terminals 786209-92875
ERG4 26–1/0 AWG Ferrules 786209-92876 


